
FEH-Sensor wire bonding: list of checks 
Before putting module on the WB jig 

● Module 
○ IV test after FEH gluing for real sensor 
○ Visual inspection (no glue spillage, no fingerprints, no tissue leftovers(tissue 

threads, dust)) 
■ Sensor surface is clean 
■ Hybrid pads are clean and bondable (do we want to bond a few wires 

along the module to check if the pads are bondable? I know that there 
were some issues with hybrid bond pads bondability) 

○ If there are any significant height differences(which might be introduced after 
hybrids gluing, if we put too much glue), sensor flatness, I believe, must be 
checked during the previous module assembly steps... 

○ Alignment between pads(just in case smth changed during the curing 
process, like the jig was moved and the alignment was destroyed) 

● Jig 
○ All the vacuum tubes are properly connected(to avoid as many as possible 

adjustments when the module is already on the jig) 
○ Vacuum cups are properly fixed(they can be unscrewed. when we have long 

breaks it would be useful to check if the cups are (still) screwed back 
properly). Also if the vacuum cups are not lower than the jig surface(if so, 
sensor might touch the jig surface), but I am not sure if this might happen at 
all (maybe by the design cups cannot be lower than the jig surface in 
principle) 

○ If the lamination is not damaged 
○ Rods are at the lowest position 
○ Correct pins are used and they are well inserted(deep enough, because wire 

bonder forbidden regions also have the height as an input parameter) 
○ Clean the surface of the jig if needed 

● Wire bonder 
○ To check if we have good vacuum in the wire bonder 

■  If all necessary vacuum holes on the table are open/closed 
■ Tubes connections 

○ To check if the wire is ok 
■ Wire spool is not empty 
■ Wire is not tangled just after the wire spool(it might happen) 
■ Wire is properly fed to the clamp 
■ Tail is not too long(so it will not touch the module when we put it in the 

wire bonder) 
○ To check the stoppers for the WB jig(we don't have them for a time being) 

Module is on the jig 
● The height of the rod is properly adjusted 
● The module is in a good contact with the vacuum cups 



● There is no unexpected touch between the module and the jig 
Module is in the wire bonder 

● Orientation of the jig is correct 
● The module is properly fixed(vacuum holds module properly) 
● There are no obstacles on the way of the bond head(like tubes are too high and 

they might collide with the bond head) 
● To check very carefully if the wedge really avoids preset collision areas(try to move 

the bond head in the positioning pin direction) 
Results of the wire bonding 

● Bonded module side 1 
○ Inspections of the wire bonds 

■ Visual inspection: If we see obviously bad wire bonds, we have to 
adjust our program/process in order to avoid the same problem on the 
other side/modules(as an example - one wire failed to ground bias 
ring, it failed on both sides) 

■ Pull tests: To pull test bonds to check if they are of a good 
quality(sustain some (preset) force applied). If not, adapt WB 
parameters in order to bond another side with the better quality 

○ Visual inspection of the module: no cracks, scratches and so on, introduced 
during wire bonding(like the spacer was broken for the DM1) 

● Bonded module side 2 
○ Visual inspection of the wire bonds 
○ Pull tests of the test bonds 

● Completely bonded module 
○ Electrical tests 

 


